
2013 State Sport Committee Meeting 
Girls Tennis 

January 22, 2013 
 

Meeting Summary 
 
1.  We discussed the need for the club to make sure they have all the courts available when we need them. 

Bob will discuss this with the club this spring. 
 
2.  We will be working in conjunction with the boys committee to refine the language regarding the 

number of matches and usable formats for competition within 1 day. This will have implications for 
the state tournament as well as competition at the sectional and league level. Cal is working on this 
along with a couple of members from the boys committee. I will also work on this joint committee. If 
other members would like to be on this joint committee, please let me know. Specifically, from our 
perspective we would like to see two matches with regular scoring allowed in one day; and multiple 
matches of modified formats (such as 3 or 4 as long as they would not exceed the maximum game total 
of two matches) so a player could play 3 or 4 pro-sets in around robin tournament between, for 
example, 4 schools. Sufficient rest- 1 hr- between matches with regular scoring would be given. Any 
views or considerations you feel should be addressed, please email them to me.  
We would like to complete this process in time for consideration by the Safety Committee (April19) 
and the Executive Committee (May 3).  

 
3.  We discussed expanding the consolation draw to include the 2nd round losers. The possibility of 

having regular scoring for consolation matches was discussed, but it was the consensus to hold off on 
that for now since it would dramatically prolong the play on the first day, second day, and would 
necessitate consolation matches being played on Monday. Personally, I'm in favor of expanding the 
consolation but keeping the same match format. 

 
4. Recommended to Bob we schedule the teleconference for later in the day next year to make sure that 

everyone is done with the school day.  
 
Meeting Summary by: Chris Hogan (Medina) 
Submitted by: Mike Venditti (Williamsville) 


